
The Honorable James C. Corman 
Chairman, Subcommittee on Government Procurement 

c-l+ 
Select Committee on Small Business 

1 House of Representatives \A 6161 

P Dear Mr. Corman: 

Your letter of November 1, 1972, requested that we 
implement the recommendations on pages 83 and 84 of House 
Report No. 92-1609, “The Position and[ 
nes s in Gov~,rJlmen.;t,I~c~~~~.nt~ ‘I Your 
i%Ei???h~~ we analyze the reporting methods, internal 

1 practices, and controls of the Department of Defense (DOD) and d 
/the military departments regarding (1) small business low bids 

for contract awards of $10,000 or more which are not accepted 
for miscellaneous reasons and (2) contract awards of under 
$10,000 made to large businesses instead of s’mall businesses 
for reasons unknown. We were also requested to recommend 
changes in the current DOD reporting methods that would read- 
ily disclose and identify why small business bids were not 
accepted under each of these reasons and to develop other 
statistical data, information, and methods to better manage 
and improve DOD’s small business procurement program. 

We directed our review to DOD data on fiscal year 1972 
procurements of 12 DOD procurement centers in the United 
States. (See enc. I.) We discussed with the Subcommittee 
staff our preliminary findings and conclusions. 

For c-ads over $10,000, pa%xa~~~~~&~~~cW~ces 
’ were incorrectly reporting awards not made to small business 

for miscellaneous reasons. For awards under $10,000, DOD in- 
correctly assumed in its statistical reports that all awards 
to larg& business were offered to small business, 

We have concluded that DOD can provide more accurate and 
complete data on awards not made to small business. In addi- 
tion, we have identified several other changes which vary in 
cost that DOD could make in its reporting systems. 
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DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE SYSTEM FOR 
COLLECTING PROCUREMENT DATA 

DOD collects and consolidates information on its procure- 
ment actions through two types of reports submitted by 
procurement centers. These are: 

--DD form 350, Individual Procurement Action Report and 

--DD form 1057, Monthly Procurement Summary of Actions 
under $10,000 by Purchasing Office. 

With certain exceptions, procurement centers are to 
prepare the form 350 for each procurement of $10,000 or more 
and a form 1057 to summarize on a monthly basis all procure- 
ments under $10,000 each. Procurements reported on’a form 350 
include data on the contract and contractor and some data on 
the extent to which small business was solicited and competed 
for the awards. Procurements reported on a form 1057, however, 
do not identify the contracts and contractors involved and do 
not supply any information on the extent that small business 
was solicited and competed for the awards made to large busi- 
ness. 

The form 350s are the source of the data-DOD compiles on 
awards not made to small business for miscellaneous reasons. 
Similarly, the form 1057s are the source of the data compiled 
on awards under $10,000 not made to small business for reasons 
unknown. 

For fiscal year 1972, DOD reported the following: (note a) 

Amount 

Awards over $10,000: 
Large business 
Small business 

(millions) 

$26,254 
4,500 

‘. Awards under $10,000: 
Large business 
Small business 

30,754 

1,665 
1,628 

3,293 

Total .$z ,047 

aComplete statistics on the number of actions were not 
available. 
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DOD reported that small business did not get the awards 
for amounts over $10,000 awarded to large business for the 
following reasons. 

Amount 

(millions) 

Small business not 
solicited 

Small business solicited 
but did not bid 

Small business did not 
bid low 

Miscellaneous 

$21,214 

2,173 

2,215 
652 . 

Total $26,254 

REPORTS OF SMALL BUSINESS BIDS 
NOT ACCEPTED FOR MISCELLANEOUS REASONS 

For fiscal year 1972, DOD procurement offices reported 
that 3,780 procurement actions of $10,000 or more totaling 
$652 milli on were not awarded to small business for miscel- 
laneous reasons. We analyzed the data on 2’,194 actions total- 
ing $399 million and found 1,992 actions totaling $340 million-- 
85 percent of the dollars examined--had been incorrectly 
reported and 202 valued at $58 million had been correctly re- 
ported. Only 21 actions correctly reported and valued at 
$2 million were awarded to large business where small business 
submitted a low bid. 

Incorrect reporting of procurement 
actions on the form 350 

The 1,992 actions valued at $340 million were incorrectly 
reported under the code “not awarded to small business for 
miscellaneous reasons. ” In most instances the actions should 
have been listed as awards made to large business because 
small business (1) was not solicited, (2) was solicited but 
did not bid, (3) did not bid low, or (4) did not offer suffi- 
cient quantities but received an award for the portion offered. 

The error rate of 7 of the 12 procurement offices visited 
ranged from 2 to 100 percent. All the reports at two of the 
procurement offices might more properly have been coded under 
the categories “small business was not solicited” or “small 
business did not bid.Is At one of these offices, procurement 
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officials were aware of the undesirability of reporting large 
dollar amounts of procurements under !‘miscellaneous reasons” but 
believed that none of the other categories adequately described 
the circumstances involved in the awards. They stated that the 
“miscellaneous reasons” category would no longer be used in 
reporting these procurements. 

We found no evidence of any ongoing programs at the pro- 
curement offices to review the accuracy of the information 
recorded on form 350s. 

Why ‘small business did not get 
the awards corr.ectly 
ren’orted as ml.s’cellaneous reasons 

Small business did not get the awards for the. 202 actions 
correctly reported and valued at $58 million for the following 
reasons. 

Numb’e r Amount 

Not awarded on price alone: 
Small business technical proposal 

unacceptable or not the best 
technical offer 

Small business received similar 
award 

Total 

Awards based on price (small business 
had low bid): 

Small business bid nonresponsive 
Small business not responsible 

bidder 

Total 

174 

a7 

181 

16 

5 

21 

202 

(millions) 

$34.58 

21.56 

56.14 

1.66 

.65 

2.31 

$58.45 

aIn each of these instances, both a large business and a small 
business were funded for separate research and development 
efforts on the same project. 
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Two of the above categories, nonrosponsive bid and 
nonresponsible bidder, 
reporting system before 

were included in,the DOD procurement 
1965. There is no apparent technical 

or econotical reason why they could not be reincorporated into 
the reporting system or why other new categories could not 
also be added. 

Conclusions 
. . 

To ainimize incorrect reporting of procurement data and 
to provide a means for obtaining more detailed data, DOD 
should 

--stress to procurement centers the importance of cor- 
rectly reporting procurement actions and implement a 
system of test checks to detect and correct erroneous 
reporting; and 

--reincorporate into the reporting system the categories) 
nonresponsive bid and nonresponsible bidder, and add a 
new category to report instances in which the small 
business bid was rejected for technical reasons. 

DOD officials agreed to establish a program to correct 
and prevent erroneous reporting of procurement data. They 
were not prepared to say in what manner they would do this. 

They did not agree that additional categories are needed 
to explain the reason the small business bid was not accepted, 
but they stated that additional categories could be added with- 
out significantly increasing the cost of reporting procurement 
statistics. One DOD official suggested that, considering the 
preponderant number of awards not going to small business be- 
cause of unacceptable technical proposals, the category “mis- 
cellaneoaas reasons” might more aptly be changed to “small 
business technical proposal not acceptable and other miscel- 
laneous reasons, I1 

DOD”s suggestion to rename this category would not provide 
the complete information needed to correct the cause of small 
bus iness s not receiving an award. 

AWARDS IMDER ‘$‘lO,‘OO’O’ NOT MADE TO 
SMALL BUSINES’S FOR REASONS UNKNOWN 

shows 
For fiscal year 1972 the procurement data DOD compiled 

that 2.7 million procurement awards under $10,000 each 
totaling $1.665 billion were made to large business. These 
actions appear in DOD reports to the Subcommittee as awards 
made to Barge business instead of small business for “reasons 
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unknown” and are included in awards that were “offered to small 
business .I’ For fiscal year 1972, this $1.665 billion repre- 
sented about 13 percent of the total $12.833 billion reported 
as “offered to small business .” 

DOD cannot state why small business did not receive the 
awards under $10,000 that went to large business because the 
present reporting system does not require this information. 

We reviewed 523 actions valued at $1.07 million and found 
that 368 actions valued at $595 thousand--S6 percent of the 
dollars examined--were not offered to small business. The 
remaining 155 actions valued at $478 thousand were offered but 
were not awarded to small business because small business did 
not bid ($lSS,OOO), small business did not bid low ($260,000), 
and unknown reasons ($32,000). 

Some of the reasons procurement officials gave for not 
offering procurements to small business were (1) large busi- 
ness was the sole source of supply, (2) emergency procurement, 
and (3) procedures do not require that competition be obtained 
for purchases under $250. 

Our finding that 56 percent of the dollar value of actions 
under $10,000 were not offered to small business is further 
supported by limited studies by the individual services made in 
1972 which show: 

Value not 
Activities offered 

siifve’y’e d Value examined small business Percent 

(millions) 

Army 2 $26.8 $24.3 
Navy 11 6.4 4.2 zi 
Air Force 1 5.7 5.0 88 

:$38 .9 $33.5 86 

Although these findings cannot be projected since a 
scientific sample was not made, it seems reasonable that a 
large number of procurement actions under $10,000 were not of- 
fered to small business. Consequently, DOD is not justified 
in assuming that all awards under $10,000 to large business 
were offered to small business. 
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Con&us ions 

Since the data compiled in DOD’s reporting system does 
not verify that all awards under $10,000 to large business were 
offered to small business, that category should not be included 
in reports to the Subcommittee of procurements that were “of- 
fered to small business” unless full disclosure is made of the 
inclusion and its effect is analyzed. 

DOD officials stated that, beginning with fiscal year 
1971 data, they had deleted the phrase “assumed to have been 
offered to small business” in the data furnished to the Sub- 
committee of awards under $10,000 made to large business but 
had overlooked the fact that the amount remained in the total 
of awards “offered to small business.” They agreed to remov- 
ing the amount from future reports of awards “offered to small 
business .‘I 

OTHER USEFUL STATISTICAL DATA 

We have developed a list of additional statistical data 
which may be useful to the Subcommittee in overseeing small 
business participation in Government procurement. Accumulat- 
ing this data will require changes in reporting, some of which 
may be costly while others may not. These changes and their 
usefulness are discussed below. 

Repo’rting awards’ not made to small 
business by broad commodity program 

The form 350s for actions over $10,000 include data on 
awards by broad commodity program not made to small business. 
The information is available to DOD and will not require any 
significant additional cost for reporting. Data is available 
which shows the total actions and dollar value of awards to 
large business where small business was not solicited. Fur- 
nishing this data would be a good start toward identifying 
small business potential for award by industrial areas. 

0 

DOD.. officials and officials of the various military serv- 
ices informed us that they would be willing to furnish this 
data. 

Reporting reasons small 
business was not solicited 

The form 350 system uses alphabetic codes for reporting 
seven broad categories to describe the extent to which small 
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business was solicited and competed for the award., By adding 
the remaining alphabetic codes not used, DOD could report the 
specific reasons why small business was not solicited. For 
example, DOD could add a category showing “no known small busi- 
ness source. ‘I In fact, DOD had such codes in the reporting 
system before 1965. We see no economic or technical reason 
why these codes cannot be reinstated or new codes developed. 

Defense officials advised us that they stopped reporting 
specific reasons why small business was not solicited because 
they believed the information was of little or no value, but 
they agreed that such reporting would be technically feasible 
and could be done at nominal cost. 

Revising the reporting 
system for actions under $10,000 

The procurement offices record each procurement action 
under $10,000 on a ledger sheet. At the end of each month, 
these actions are summarized, totaled, and reported to DOD. 
As a result, information is not accumulated by individual ac- 
tions. The additional data needed to provide better visibil- 
ity on awards to large business instead of small business will 
involve added cost for reporting. Although we could not de- 
termine the amount of the added costs for each suggested 
change, we are presenting them below, starting with changes 
that we believe to be the least costly. 

1. All procurement actions under $10,000 for the same 
product or service ordered under the same contract could be 
consolidated monthly into one form 350 where more than $10,000 
is expected in monthly orders. For example, at one procure- 
ment office, 18 orders under $lO,OOO--totaling about $70,000-- 
against the same contract were made during 1 month. We believe 
this change in reporting will provide significant additional 
procurement information available under the form 350 system. 

2. The format of the form 1057s could be revised to cor- 
rect DOD’s assumption that all procurement actions under 
$10,000 awarded to large business have been offered to small 
business. Formal advertised procurements could be considered 
as offered to small business. We suggest, however, that the 
form 1057s show whether negotiated actions awarded to large 
business have been offered to small business and, if not, why. 
The form should also show why small business did not receive 
an award when small business was solicited. The reasons small 
business was not solicited or small business did not receive 
an award could be similar to those developed for use in the 
form 350 system. 

8 
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Regardless of whether changes to the form 1057 are made, 
DOD prepares an annual summary of all procurement actions 
under $10,000 which shows the awards under $10,000 to large 
and small business. (See enc. II.) DOD agreed to furnish this 
summary to the Subcommittee. 

3. Ml DOD procurement actions over $2,500 could be re- 
ported on the form 350 reporting system. Based on fiscal 
year 1972 data, this would add about 4 million actions valued. 
at $2.4 billion to, the form 350 system which are under the 
form 1057 system. This would add a significant cos,t to DOD’s 
reporting system but would provide more complete visibility on 
the small business procurement participation programs. 

ities 
Defense officials were opposed to the foregoing possibil- 

because they would increase the costs of reporting pro- 
curements to an unacceptable degree and would not produce 
sufficient additional, information to warrant their adoption. 

One DOD official stated that DOD was also concerned with 
the lack of visibility in procurements under $10,000 and sug- 
gested that DOD, instead of more detailed reporting, might use 
statistical sampling about every 2 years to obtain the informa- 
tion desired by the Subcommittee and DOD. 

Statistical sampling is an economical way of obtaining 
information from a large number of actions. But, to assure 
the Subcommittee of its accuracy, DOD would need to resolve 
several potential problems, 
the sample transactions, 

such as the criteria for selecting 

and the time covered. 
the purchasing offices to be included, 

Any of these items could, without ade- 
quate planning, result in misleading conclusions. 

Enclosure III summarizes the possible improvements, the 
degree of relative additional cost to DOD, and the anticipated 
benefits. 

We trust that the information furnished will be useful. ’ 
I 
I 

/ 
i 

We shall be pleased to meet with you or with members of your 
staff if., you wish to discuss this further. We’will not dis- 
tribute this report further unless you agree or publicly 
announce its contents. 

Sincerely yours, 

%~~&!er& 
of the United States 

Enclosures - 3 



ENCLOSURE I 

PROCUREMENT CENTERS WHERE 

REVIEWS OF PROCUREMENT 

REPORTS WERE MADE 

Headquarters, Military District of Washington 

Fort Monroe, Virginia 

U.S. Army Electronics Command, Fort Monmouth, New Jersey 

Ships Systems Command, Navy Department, Washington, D.C. 

Andrews Air Force Base, Maryland 

Rome Air Development Center, Griffiss Air Force Base, New York 

Military Airlift Command, Scott Air Force Base, Illinois 

Air Systems Division, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio 

2750th Air Base Wing, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base 

4950th Test Wing, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base 

Defense Construction Supply Center, Defense Supply Agency, 
Columbus, Ohio 

Defense Industrial Supply Center, Defense Supply Agency, 
Philadelphia 



ENCLOSURE II 

I MONTHLY PROCURRMENT SUMMARY OF ACYIONS UNDER $10,000 BY PURCHAUNG OFFICE IUlomr co- mm 

C”M”As,YO OCCKL A110 YIlLlUO aOo”LIs 

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
Fiscal Year 1972 

I 

SCCTHlll A. ALL CROCURRNCNT ACTIONS StCTlOH B . Nl!OOtiATED ACTIONS 

N”WL Ilam- 
_- _.._. ---~. . - .  

msn‘ 2,Ej600 %665,134 . . y.on SURPLUS Am* 0" WDL IDI! I 
158,055 106.488 0. swl.L IuslnUs *L**AsIoI; mIrr.m.1, 416,=-t 

* *‘OOnITCO 2.584.545 1.558.646 C, On*ITLn MC1 SL'I-AIIOC 755 171 
), WTW WILL WSII(csI . . .ILAHCE 0. CAYw!WIs PRomAY 

il(YI SQT*L 6,500,141 1,628,099 2,227 1.893 
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::;:;::::::::~‘::::? 
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189,842 . . ILtnOW sso. l4 n, 760,260 684.441 
423,577 ~SLCTIO~ DI),W~IO, 241.504 313.744 

L . . as1 FEDERAL SUPPLY KHLGVLES 614,085 356,441 
b. OTHL" 103,226 67,136 I,. SLCflO" SW.~4flll 1 5,566 1 14.900 _ 

,. TQTAL(LIn*mItftat4tn 
,618,977 3,g&!,,gg5 

SRCTlOM C - RESEARCH DEVLLO?MENT, 
~VAlJJAtlON ACTIONS 

TEST AND 

IL SLCTloN 2384 I4 114 386 1.030 
CITL00”Y ""YrnE" 0. II. sccno* am4 0 (14 86 361 *6t,OWs 0oLl.A~ VALUE 

n. SCCTlGY am I4 f10 676 2,801 
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t- 
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6.592 _ 
4. TOTAL~Llm.I+f*3, 33,704 21,755 II. TOTAL (LOIN I aa IT1 9,101,256 3,256,555 

I SECTION L - RLSLRVLD 
I I 

I 

CATmoW 
““YIL” 0. 

*GI,oWS 
00LLARVALUt SRCTlDM D - COMPETITION IN NEGOTIATED ACTlOllS 

1. I I 4. sLCtlo+l ilo4id In 
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4. 

II 
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Conclusions 

GAO CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR . 

IMPROVEMENTS IN DOD REPORTING OF SMALL BUSINESS 

PARTICIPATI,ON IN GOVERNMENT PROCUREMENT 

, Form 350 system: 
Accuracy in reporting needs 

to be improved 
Specific reasons that small 

business did not receive 
award should be expanded 

Form 1057 system: 
Awards under $10,000 to large 

business should not be re- 
ported as procurements of- 
fered to small business 

Additional suggestions 
for improvements 

Form 350 system: 
Furnish reasons, by claimant 

program, that small business 
did not receive award 

Add reporting codes on form 350 
showing why small business 
not solicited 

Form 1057 system: 
Consolidate repetitive actions 

under same contract and re- 
port monthly on form 350 

Furnish summarized form 1057 

Revise form 1057 to show why 
small business not solicited 

Revise form 1057 to show why 
small business did not re- 
ceive an award 

Report all procurement actions 
over $2,500 on the form 350 

Additional 
Report cost 
section to DOD - P 

ENCLOSURE III 

Benefits 

P. 5 Low Provides accurate reporting of ex- 

P. 5 Low 
isting data 

Provides information why small 
business is not receiving awards 

P* 7 Low Corrects inaccurate assumptions in 
DOD’s reports 

P- 7 

P. 7 

P. g 

P. 9 

P- S 

Pm 6 

P. 9 

Low 

Low 

Low 

LOW 

High 

High 

High 

Provides information on small 
business participation by indus- 

Pr%des visibility on why small 
business was not solicited 

provides visibility of many actions 
under $10,000 

provides a means of analyzing all 
actions under $10,000 

Provides information on whether 
small business solicitation is 
low and why 

Provides-added visibility on 
&lo~;llion in actions under 

Provides added visibility on 
3:i46t;11ion in actions under 
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